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![Graph showing torque vs. differential pressure for different speeds (1000, 2000, 3000 rpm, and 0 rpm).]

SCM 034 Power

![Graph showing power vs. differential pressure for different speeds (1000, 2000, 3000 rpm).]
SCM 047 Torque

![Graph showing torque (Nm) vs. differential pressure (bar) for different RPMs.]

SCM 047 Power

![Graph showing power (kW) vs. differential pressure (bar) for different RPMs.]
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SCM 064 Torque

![Torque vs Differential Pressure Graph]

SCM 064 Power

![Power vs Differential Pressure Graph]
**SCM 084 Torque**
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**SCM 084 Power**
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SCM 090 Torque

![Torque Graph](torque_graph)

SCM 090 Power

![Power Graph](power_graph)
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